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Abstract—In this work, a novel fragmented combiner
network is designed to excite a planar phased array
antenna, comprised of 4x4 elements with a single RF
port (i.e. 16:1). The antenna system, intended for
receive (Rx ) applications, was engineered with ultrawideband (UWB) performance that covers portions
of the L-, S -, and C -bands. The unit cell design consists of a printed circuit board (PCB) stack-up with
a driven aperture layer that is DC connected with
a single metal pin to a fragmented combiner layer.
This single connection indicates that the antenna is
unbalanced and therefore no balun or differential amplifier is required. Additionally, there are no vias
required for this unbalanced array, allowing for this
concept to be easily scaled to lower or higher frequencies. Further, the fragmented combiner is a PCBbased component, which eliminates the need for traditional commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components
e.g. Wilkinson chips for this specific application. The
simulated results of this unbalanced phased array with
a fragmented combiner network are discussed and experimentally validated.

I. Introduction

I

N recent years, the U.S. government has auctionedoff portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, e.g.
AWS-3 sell-off of 65 MHz of the L-band spectrum
for a collective price tag of 45B USD. Consequently,
a transition of certain government systems is occurring from L-band to higher frequencies such as S and C -band. This desire to operate at higher frequencies with greater fractional bandwidth provides
the impetus for hardware developments with the antenna systems. This work is concentrated on the
telemetry application of fire-control radar testing,
which requires an instantaneous bandwidth capable
of covering the legacy frequency band (L-band) up
to previously unused frequencies (C -band) with sufficient gain to close the link down range, i.e. 1020 dBi.
In parallel to the spectrum sell-off there have been
technological developments with planar unbalanced
arrays [1–11]. Unbalanced arrays have the advantage, over traditional designs with differentially fed
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Figure 1. Comparison of (left) a traditional combiner network with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) Wilkinson chips
and (right) a fragmented combiner network. Both are designed
for a 4x4 array with the same footprint for a 16:1 network.

elements, that the number of RF-connections are
reduced by a factor of two due to the single feed
point for the embedded elements. However, differentially fed elements have the benefit of equal amplitude excitation with 180-degree phase difference
for efficient current distributions, in terms of radiation, on the aperture which is capable of achieving
the area gain limit over UWBs [12]. In an attempt
to regain this loss in efficiency, complex architectures
were developed with vias strategically placed through
the antenna stack-up. These so-called planar unbalanced modular arrays (PUMA) have demonstrated
this feat for dual-polarization operation up to 6:1
bandwidths [8].
In this work, we reduce the complexity of the apertures unit cell by removing the vias and adding a parasitic layer into the stack-up. Therefore, aside from
the feed structure, this is a planar stack-up. The
novel aspect of this work is the fragmented combiner
network. The unbalanced feeding scheme reduces the
number of RF connections to 16 for the 4x4 array.
We leverage a genetic algorithm that is coupled with
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to
optimize the fragmented combiner, shown in Fig. 1,
such that the insertion losses are minimized and equal
amplitude excitation is provided for the elements of
the antenna array. Experimental studies are performed to validate the simulations of the fragmented
combiner and overall antenna architecture.
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II. Fragmented Optimization
A. Optimization Process
In this work, we aim to design an efficient combiner
network that leverages a fragmented metallic pattern on a dielectric substrate. Computational electromagnetic (CEM) codes, such as FDTD solvers,
coupled with genetic algorithms have been demonstrated to be effective at the characterization and
design of electromagnetic structures [13–19]. The
genetic algorithm, mimicking evolutionary processes,
evaluates the populations and selects the best fit designs to propagate to the next population of design
candidates with some mutations. The general process involves various parameters that can be altered,
such as toggling between metallic and dielectric subwavelength areas, which are encoded as bits. The
string of bits translates to a specific configuration
of the fragmented pattern of the combiner network.
The individual designs are scored against the mathematical description of the desired performance for
a metric (e.g., insertion loss, amplitude at a specific
port, etc.) over the frequency range of interest (i.e.,
1.4-6.7 GHz). The form factor is determined by the
specifications of the telemetry antenna. This design
process is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3. Computational models of the two fragmented combiner types: (a) interfacial and (b) internal, where bronze,
green, and blue represents metal, dielectric, and resistive
sheets, respectively. (c) Simulated results of the optimized
fragmented combiners.

Figure 2. Illustration of the design process, representing the
case of the fragmented combiner.

In this case, to achieve maximum power efficiency
in the given space, it was necessary to design two
separate combiners: i) interfaces the unbalanced antenna feed structure [Fig. 3(a)] with a microstrip
transmission line and ii) to provide an internal combiner [Fig. 3(b)]. A collection of these two logical
units are arranged to form the 16:1 combiner for
the 4x4 array, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The designs
used electrical properties mimicking a 50 mil thick
Rogers 4350B board, e.g. =3.55, with a chip resistor of 50 Ω.The footprint for the two fragmented
combiner types is lif x wif = 1100x370 mils 2 and
lin x win = 900x380 mils 2 for the interfacial and internal combiners, respectively. These regions are pixelated, with pixel sizes of 20x20 mils 2 , so that the optimizer can tune the fragmented pattern with electrically fine spatial features, i.e. λc /147.5. This level of
discretization results in 532 bits and 288 bits for the
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Figure 4. Experimental results of improved performance of a fragmented combiner over a COTS combiner in a 4x4 phased
array. (a) COTS combiner with Wilkinson chips and (b) fragmented combiner network. (c) Measured results for a direct
comparison of performance.

interfacial and internal combiners, respectively. Although these search spaces are relatively large, an optimized solution was obtained for both cases.
The fitness function consisted of three performance
metrics: i) reflections into the combiner, ii) transmission through the combiner to the 50 Ω load, and
iii) isolation. Phase was not considered in the fitness
function but could be implemented. Reflections at
ports 1 and 2 for both combiners (S11 ) had a goal
of -10 dB of reflected amplitude. For the interfacial
combiner S21 , the goal was -3 dB of transmitted amplitude. The fragmented mask had symmetry, which
eliminated the need to also score S31 . Also, isolation
of the combiners had a goal of -10 dB in amplitude.
The optimized designs performance, in terms of scattering parameters, is shown with respect to the goals
of the fitness function in Fig. 3(c). The optimizer was
able to tune the designs such that the fitness functions were nearly satisfied in all cases. Therefore,
these fragmented combiners were chosen for fabrication and experimental characterization. Those results are discussed in the next section.

biner network. The in-house fragmented aperture
combiner network is within 2.5 dB of this ideal goal
across the band. These measurements experimentally
validate the FDTD simulations of the optimized designs for both combiner networks. It should be noted
that phase was not considered for this study.
B. Antenna Measurements
The COTS combiner design, Fig. 4(a), and fragmented combiner design, Fig. 4(b), were integrated
with the 4x4 antenna aperture, Fig. 5(a). Details
of the aperture design can be found in ref. XciteX.
This allows for a direct comparison on the impacts of
the two competing combiner technologies on the antenna performance. The two antenna method was
used to calibrate and determine the realized gain
values of the two designs at broadside, as shown in
Fig. 5(b).

III. Experimental Results
A. Combiner Measurements
In order to experimentally characterize the COTS
combiner design, Fig. 4(a), and fragmented combiner
design, Fig. 4(b), the RF connections were terminated with 50-Ω loads. A spectrum analyzer was
then used to measure the insertion losses, Fig. 4(c),at
the RF port used to excite the RF connections.
These measurements demonstrate an advantage for
the fragmented combiner technology due to lower insertion losses across the entire band, L-band to C band. The ideal insertion loss, no losses, for a 4 to 1
divider is -12 dB with -3 dB at each split in the com-

Figure 5. Direct comparison of the in-house fragmented combiner and the COTS combiner in terms of realized gain and
broadside. (inset) Driven layer of the 4x4 antenna array.
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It is observed, in Fig. 5(b), that the 4x4 antenna
array performs with higher realized gain across the
entirety of the frequency band of interest (L-band
to C -band) for the in-house fragmented combiner in
direct comparison with the COTS combiner solution.
The physical explanation of this is likely due to the
reduced insertion losses of the fragmented combiner,
as shown in Fig. 4(c). However, the phase across the
elements is also a factor in the directivity of spatial
beam profile generated by the phased array.
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In this work, we demonstrated a novel fragmented
combiner network that outperforms the insertion
losses obtained by the COTS solution over the L-, S -,
and C -bands. These results provide a simple antenna
architecture where the overall antenna stack-up only
consists of planar layers; therefore, the design does
not require a balun or vias. Further, the fragmented
combiner is a PCB-based component, which provides
savings in cost. The complete antenna system, unbalanced phased array with a fragmented combiner
network, was experimentally validated over the L, S -, C -bands with ultra-wideband performance (i.e.
4.8:1). Based on these results, a scaled version of this
antenna system to a 16x16 array will be sufficient to
close the link for the fire-control radar telemetry application.
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